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CSR Racing 2 is a new part of a good racing simulator, where the player is again invited to take part in drag races for a quarter of a mile and more. Developers have been working on the quality of the sequel, improving the visual component and animation, thereby moving away from the hand-drawn graphics of the
original. At the beginning of his career, the driver gets a car with not the most outstanding characteristics. However, this will be enough for a couple of preliminary competitions. Over time, victories will be given more and more difficult, so you have to resort to upgrades or to buy a new car. After determining the bet begins
the race, the winner there takes everything. Thus, you can make money, but it constantly prevents running out of fuel, which then recovers for a long time. CSR Racing 2 is a good continuation of the racing series of games, which are carried out at a higher level and will be to the liking of the lover of virtual racing
competitions. Page 2 Racing Rivals - drag racing simulator, which will fight with players from all over the world. The game is a one-on-one race. The rider is only required to change gears in time and push the accelerator to the floor. Any delay can cost first place in the race. And all this happens online and with Players.
For victories are given a game currency, which is worth using wisely. It buys various upgrades designed to improve the characteristics and appearance of the car. Suspension, engine, transmission, brakes, nitro accelerator - all this improves, giving a better chance of winning the competition. Also in the game is a huge
fleet of real cars - from powerful oil cars to luxury sports coups. The sound is also good, especially wanting to highlight the realistic sound effects of auto exhaust. Racing Rivals - an elegant drag racing simulator, which will be loved by fans of the genre. Page 3 CSR Racing on android is a real gift for fans of drag racing,
beautiful and powerful machines, speed and adrenaline. On a standard course in the fourth part of a mile you will have a chance to prove your skills. Incredibly realistic graphics will appeal to even the most demanding connoisseurs. The game presents accurately in visual and physical terms of the model more than eight
dozen cars. The real highlight of the game is pumping and maintaining cars: changing rubber, integrating technical upgrades, refueling nitrous oxide, installing turbochargers. Having mastered all the difficulties of gameplay, you can become the king of the city streets. A special pleasure will give you a network game,
which unlike the missions of the world tour, the usual passage, a whole sea of adrenaline. Page 4 Real Racing 3 is a continuation of the famous series of racing games on android from the companies FireMonkey and Electronic Arts. The previous section was warmly received by fans and collected many positive reviews,
but the new section caused many questions. The game is now available in the Free2Play model. It seems that relative freebies should be good news. Nuances lie in the implementation. After each update of the car, the gamer must wait for the delivery of spare parts. The higher the level, the longer the waiting time, it can
last up to 12 hours. And cars need to be repaired, as virtual car mechanics also need time. If you do not want to wait - pay money. The new part of the game has become more arcade. Real Racing 3 lacks a full-fledged multiplayer, here instead of real players replacing computer. Graphics are very good, but not optimized
enough. The app sometimes slows down even on strong mobile devices. But it wasn't all there. Textures have the property to disappear, the driver inside the cab merges with it in a single color, the main menu is full of pink shade. However, in the latest updates, all these errors have been corrected. Real Racing 3 should
be recommended to those who have not played in the previous parts of the series. Despite a number of shortcomings, the game is able to please the virtual racer with high quality graphics, a fairly realistic engine and a large collection автомобилей. NaturalMotionGames Ltd Android 4.4 + Version: 2.16.1 $0 CSR Racing
2 (MOD, Free Shopping) - the second part of the famous drag racing on Android devices. Compared to the first version of the game, CSR Racing 2 got a huge amount of improvements and modifications. Beautiful graphics and great physics will surprise you and a huge variety of race cars, not only win, but also all fans
will be able to pull you too many hours of games. Upgrade the machine as an external and inside it, making them faster and more convincing. compete and measure our horses with their opponents and prove to everyone that you are the best racer CSR 2 mod apk! Updated to version 2.16.1! If you ask me about a mobile
racing game that can become a heavy rival of Asphalt, CSR Racing MOD APK (Unlimited Money) will be my answer. Table of ContentsRacing game of publisher NaturalMotionGames has reached over 130 million downloads on Google Play with positive reviews from players. Part 2 of the game is an impressively
upgraded version of its predecessor. Authentic graphics, sharp images, high image quality, attractive gameplay, many famous supercars, ... many reasons for you to download this game to your phone. In particular, part 2 of this top racing game series also has an improved Augmented Reality (AR) mode. Dream carsIn
this extremely polished version of the famous CSR Racing racing game, the cars are the key factor. Even if they sprint at dizzying speed, you can still realize how carefully the cars in CSK Racing 2 have been taken care of. However, it is not before the break between races that you really feel it. Each car is designed on a



surprisingly realistic level. When the camera passes through the garage to help players admire the shiny curves from all directions. Each car looks shiny and fresh as it has just been brought to the showroom. Improved augmented reality technologyPred to touch the hood to open up, you will clearly see each engine
details. You can also open the door to enjoy the luxurious interior inside the car. Moreover, when you use the new augmented reality (AR) mode to bring cars into the real world, you can also tilt your phone and zoom in to see even more. Every aspect of CSR Racing 2 is taken care of every detail. Becoming the
championIn races, only one detail can make the difference between victory and defeat, enough to keep you focused. As the first version, you need to step on the accelerator as soon as the timer only 0 to start the car quickly. After that, you will increase the number when the needle touches the green, and then burn the
nitrogen in time. Hopefully this will help you overcome your opponents! You have to win continuously to build a name for street race gangs. Their respect will help you become famous and you will soon realize that there are others watching In the end, you will have the right to confront the boss in that area. If you beat
them three times, you have a chance to win their car! Upgrade your carsIf you don't upgrade your car, the next races will be harder and harder. However, you can make money buying accessories in a variety of ways, such as racing in major tournaments or big game races. After just money to upgrade your car, you can
start fiddling and customizing. You can adjust the balance between higher maximum speed and faster acceleration, depending on your opponent's racer and the racecourse you choose. You can also import accessories to combine with existing upgrades for best performance. Become the No. 1 car designer in CSR
Racing 2.Equally important is that you need to fine-tune your vehicle to suit certain events. For example, in wet weather, the tires will need a better grip. You will have a triumphant feeling when careful preparation efforts pay off, as well as knowing that you have overcome your opponent by looking at the photo taken at
the end of a race that seems to have no chance. About CSR Racing 2 MOD APK versionMOD functionUnlimited Money.What is more in the MOD version? All cars cost 0 or 1.How to install CSR Racing 2 MOD APK + OBBFirst, you need to uninstall the original version if you installed it from Google Play.Download APK
and OBB files of the MOD version. Extract the com.naturalmotion.customstreetracer2.zip file. Copy the folder com.naturalmotion.customstreetracer2 to the Android /obb folder. Install the APK file. Download CSR Racing 2 MOD APK (Unlimited Money) CSR Racing 2 is a serial version that adds countless attractive and
engaging content. This is really a game that is too fast and too furious, subtly cast from the skilled hand of the development team. If you are a fan of burning race tracks or you are looking for an attractive racing game for your phone, this game is my suggestion. Suggestions.
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